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Why
Knowledge
Programs
Fail:

By
Charles E. Lucier
and
Janet D. Torsilieri

A C.E.O.’S GUIDE TO
MANAGING LEARNING
What is the purpose of a company’s knowledge program? To improve at a
rate faster than the competition.

...............................
Charles E. Lucier is a senior vice president at Booz-Allen & Hamilton and the managing partner of its Cleveland office. The firm’s
first chief knowledge off i c e r, Mr. Lucier recently returned to full-time client work in the areas of strategy and knowledge. Mr.
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the Sloan School at the Massachusetts Institute of Te c h n o l o g y. Janet D. Torsilieri is a principal at Booz-Allen. For the last five
years, she has focused on knowledge and learning initiatives. From 1992 to 1994, Ms. Torsilieri was Booz-Allen’s director of intellectual capital and a member of its core knowledge team. Since then, she has worked with a variety of clients on learning initiatives. Ms. Torsilieri holds an M.S. in public and private management from Yale University and a B.A. with highest honors in economics and political science from the University of California.
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➢ Insufficient focus upon one or

many of

generates significant business value,

the largest corporations around

executives under pressure for near-

the world have embraced knowl-

term profitability decide that although

➢ Top management sponsorship

edge or learning as part of their long-

a knowledge management or learning

without active, ongoing involvement.

term vision to:

organization program might be nice in

Our hypothesis is that these

the long term, it is not a critical current

problems stem from top manage-

“where people continually expand

initiative. In fact, a disturbingly high

ment’s failure to play its accustomed

their capacity to create the results

proportion of these programs initi-

roles of leadership and management

S

E N I O R E X E C U T I V E S AT

➢ Create a learning organization

two strategic priorities

they truly desire, where new and ex-

ated with great fanfare are cut back

— not because of a lack of commit-

pansive patterns of thinking are nur-

w i t hi n two o r thre e ye ars. And

ment or interest but rather because

tured, where collective aspiration is

an organization th at concludes

top management recognizes that

set free, and where people are contin-

that “knowledge is an additional

learning requires new management

1

ually learning how to learn together.”

cost that does not generate signifi-

practices and is uncertain about the

A focus on knowledge and learn-

cant business value” is moving away

role it should play.

ing makes sense: knowledge is in-

from the learning organization ideal.

The purpose of this article is to

creasingly an important source of

Based on our five years of in-

provide C.E.O.’s with sufficient guid-

competitive advantage, the vision of

volvement in knowledge and learning

ance to lead and manage learning

the learning organization is seductive

organization programs — in Booz-

and to insure that their organizations

and several prominent companies

Allen & Hamilton’s own knowledge

achieve significant strategic benefits

have achieved spectacular results.

program, at our clients and in discus-

quickly. Since our focus is top man-

However, the business impact

sions with participants in more than

agement, we do not discuss the spe-

of most knowledge management or

70 leading programs — we believe

cific tactics for knowledge creation,

learning organization programs is

that effectively managed learning2 can

learning and change that are of great-

modest at best. We estimate that

have a significant strategic impact on

est interest to the chief knowledge

about one-sixth of these programs

most companies within the first two

officer or other executive leading the

achieve very significant impact with-

years. The less successful programs

initiative. Although we are all still

in the first two years; half achieve

suffer from four correctable problems:

learning about managing learning,

small but important benefits; and the

➢ No specific business objective,

we believe that these guidelines are

remaining third — the failures — have

but only general aspirations like

based on a sufficient accumulation of

little business impact. The label “fail-

“share best practices” or “stimulate

real world experience — not just

ure” may seem unfair because many

collaboration”

hope and hype — that they will

of these programs generate excite-

➢ Incomplete program architec-

ment among participants, stimulate

ture that applies some principles of ef-

collaboration and create tangible out-

fective learning but does not build on

prove to be reliable.
SETTING THE OBJECTIVE

puts like knowledge databases and

the linked natural dynamics of organi-

The ultimate business objective of

collaborative systems. Nevertheless,

zation change and knowledge creation

learning should be to systematically

in our experience, unless a program

and use

accelerate a company’s natural rate of

...............................
1

Peter Senge, “The Fifth Discipline” (Currency Doubleday, 1990), p. 3.

Since we believe that effective management of learning simultaneously builds a learning organization and creates and uses knowledge, we
use the term “managed learning” to encompass both objectives. In our view, companies should not pursue only one of the two objectives.

2
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ny’s historical rate of change in the operating measures most important to
customers — like cost (for example,
total cost per unit, employee productivity or asset productivity), quality or
service level (lead times, customer
satisfaction or fill rates). For most
companies, each operating metric
Source: Booz-Allen & Hamilton

changes at a surprisingly constant
rate — what we call the “natural rate

EXHIBIT I
PRODUCTIVITY IMPROVEMENT IN A COMMODITY
BUILDING PRODUCTS MANUFACTURER

of improvement.”
For example, Exhibit I displays

...............................

the trend in productivity (defined as
physical output per employee) for a
commodity building products manufacturer. With a minor interruption in
1991 caused by a cyclical decline in
volume, the manufacturer’s productivity consistently increased by 3 percent a year.4
Companies have different natural rates of improvement, not only because of their industry (Intel’s pricing
of microprocessors in Exhibit II would

Source: Booz-Allen & Hamilton

not make sense if its productivity im-

EXHIBIT II
INTEL CHIP PRICES

proved only at the rate of the com-

...............................

turer) but also because of differing

improvement in value created for the

modity building products manufacopportunities to learn and differing ef-

competitive position and the cre-

ficiencies in learning. Hence, there is

customers it targets. The emerging

ation of long-term value for its

not a universal standard of an appro-

new paradigm for strategy3 asserts

s h a reholders. Improving perf o r-

priate rate of improvement.

that a company’s ability to create

mance faster than competitors is of

greater value for customers than its

obvious strategic importance.

Rates of improvement in operating performance provide a better

competitors can provide is the pri-

The base line for assessing the ef-

base line than trends in short-term fi-

mary driver of improvements in its

fectiveness of learning is the compa-

nancial performance because price

...............................

continued on page 21

Charles E. Lucier, Leslie H. Moeller and Raymond Held, “10X Value: The Engine Powering Long-Term Shareholder Returns,” Strategy &
Business (Third Quarter 1997, Issue 8). Chan W. Kim and Renee Mauborgne, “Value Innovation: The Strategic Logic of High Growth,” Harvard Business Review (January-February 1997).

3

For other evidence of a constant natural rate of operational improvement, see Ray Stata, “Organizational Learning — The Key to Management Innovation,” Sloan Management Review (Spring 1988), and Arthur Schneiderman, “Setting Quality Goals,” Quality Process (April 1988).

4
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continued from page 16

levels are determined by many fac-

in the United States. De-

tors other than a company’s efficien-

spite rapid growth in sales

cy and effectiveness. These factors in-

from $118 million in 1982 to

clude: competition with other firms

$19.5 billion in 1996 and the

that are also improving their opera-

impact of opening new

tional performance, the current bal-

stores (which have lower

ance of supply and demand and the

productivity in their first

decision about how much value to

year), Home Depot has av-

share with customers (to drive

eraged a 2.4 percent annual

growth) and how much to retain. Fi-

increase in gross margin

nancial metrics are particularly inap-

per employee and a 5.7 per-

propriate for commodity manufac-

cent annual increase in

turers where large fluctuations in

gross margin per square

EXHIBIT III
HOME DEPOT’S PRODUCTIVITY

prices (often 20 percent or more)

foot and now leads its in-

from the top to the bottom of the busi-

dustry in both categories.

...................

ness cycle obfuscate improvements

In contrast, at the second largest re-

in operating performance.

tailer (Lowe’s), gross margin per em-

ee in addition to increasing the rate of

ployee has been flat while gross mar-

improvement in internal measures of

nancial measures, we find that trends

gin per square foot has declined by 5

quality. The cumulative impact over

in sales per employee, margin per em-

percent per year.

10 years of the accelerated rate —

Among the publicly available fi-

Source: Booz-Allen & Hamilton

of improvement of sales per employ-

ployee and net assets per employee

Motorola and General Electric

what we call the knowledge gap — was

are often sufficiently linked to under-

illustrate the impact — in both magni-

a 38 percent increase in sales per em-

lying operating measures to provide

tude and speed — of learning on the

ployee.

meaningful base lines. For example,

rate of performance improvement even

During the 1980’s, G.E.’s learning

Exhibit III shows the trends in gross

at a large, diversified corporation. Mo-

centered on expanding its Manage-

margin per employee and gross mar-

torola’s learning focused on improving

ment Development Institute and de-

gin per square foot for Home Depot,

quality both in pilot projects (for exam-

veloping new methodologies like

the leading building products retailer

ple, in the Semiconductor Group, where

“workout.” In 1991 and 1992, G.E.

....................

annual quality improve-

broadened its efforts to apply across all

ments of 50 percent were

of its businesses superior approaches

EXHIBIT IV
MOTOROLA PRODUCTIVITY

attained) and in a com-

developed by other companies. These

pany wide effort to im-

included “quick service/quick re-

Source: Booz-Allen & Hamilton Analysis

prove quality tenfold be-

sponse” (adapted from Sea Land Ap-

tween 1981 and 1986. In

pliance, tested by G.E. in Canada in

1986, Motorola inaugu-

1990 and rolled out in 1991 and 1992),

rated its large-scale Six

demand flow manufacturing (adapted

Sigma quality effort by in-

from American Standard) and, most re-

vesting $40 million in the

cently, total quality management. Sys-

training and education of

tematic application of one or two of

25,000 employees. Exhib-

these new paradigms at a time is en-

it IV demonstrates that

abling G.E. to accelerate the rate of in-

the Six Sigma initiative ul-

crease of not only operational perfor-

timately doubled the rate

mance but also publicly available
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proving performance, and

ture the benefits expected from the in-

they believe that the initia-

vestments. That a company’s perfor-

tives are successful.

mance improves at a constant natur-

Our focus on the objective of measurable accelera-

suggests that improvements in per-

tion in the rate of perfor-

formance are actually driven by more

mance improvement that

fundamental forces:

creates value for a business’s
owners and other stakeholders is quite different from
Source: Booz-Allen & Hamilton Analysis

EXHIBIT V
GENERAL ELECTRIC PRODUCTIVITY

...................

al rate despite lumpy investments

➢ The organization’s ability to

change
➢ The depth and use of knowl-

most recent discussions of

edge, both in the company and in its

knowledge management and

supplier and customer base.

learning organizations. For

By managing learning, a C.E.O. di-

some zealots, a “learning or-

rectly addresses these fundamentals

ganization” has become an

and can accelerate the company’s rate

end in itself — part of the

of improvement.

aggregate measures like sales per em-

new relationship between the com-

ployee. By more than doubling the

pany and its employees — instead of

MANAGED LEARNING

rate of improvement in sales per em-

a means to increase the organization’s

Since knowledge is created when lead-

ployee, G.E. has opened up a knowl-

ability to improve more rapidly. Oth-

ing practitioners apply their best un-

5

edge premium of 14 percent in only

ers focus on measuring and increas-

derstandings to address a new prob-

four years (see Exhibit V).

ing intellectual assets. Even if knowl-

lem, the value of knowledge (in

Some readers have objected that

edge assets can be measured, why

contrast to information) is not intrin-

although Exhibits IV and V demon-

should a business focus on maximiz-

sic but rather dependent on its use. As

strate that something significant

ing its assets instead of using its as-

a result, learning has the greatest val-

changed in Motorola and G.E. at the

sets to create value?

ue when it is integral to the most im-

time that efforts to learn were expand-

The management implications of

ed, the analysis does not demonstrate

managed learning are pro f o u n d :

portant business priorities, not a distinct or additional initiative.

that improved learning caused the ac-

C.E.O’s can now manage directly the

For a business, managed learning

celeration in the rate of performance

rate of improvement in performance.

is a more efficient and effective means

improvement. Although no analysis

In the past, companies selected in-

of achieving the strategic agenda that

can prove causation, the linkage be-

vestments and tactical initiatives

leverages the natural dynamics of or -

tween learning and accelerated im-

whose benefits were defined as the ex-

ganizational change and knowledge

provement is exactly what the theory

pected increase in the level of perfor-

creation and use. A common miscon-

of learning curves and experience

mance. The rate of increase in perfor-

ception is that managed learning is a

curves leads us to expect. Moreover,

mance was therefore the unmanaged

new issue to be addressed: “Motoro-

the top management teams at Mo-

consequence of the stream of invest-

la implemented a quality program,

torola and G.E. expanded their initia-

ment decisions, moderated by the or-

not a learning initiative.” Our view is

tives with the intent of significantly im-

ganization’s ability to change and cap-

that managed learning is not about

...............................
See, for example, Thomas Stewart, “Intellectual Capital” (Currency Doubleday, 1997). Skandia and Dow Chemical have also focused on
calculating the value of intellectual assets.
5
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what to do but rather about how to do

State-of-the-art approaches to

it. It was Motorola’s approach to qual-

tactical marketing (like decisions

and cost positions for the com-

– Current estimates of market

ity through management of the cre-

about pricing, breadth of product line

pany and its principal competi-

ation and use of knowledge and orga-

and promotions) illustrate the dy-

tors by market segment

nization change that caused us to

namics of managed learning. For ex-

– Development of the price struc-

characterize their efforts as managed

ample, the traditional approach to

ture that best accomplishes the

learning. The same is true for how GE

pricing in many companies combines

company’s objectives given the

applied superior approaches like

a simple national price structure with

current understandings

quick service/quick response.

a complex series of customer or proj-

➢ Equipping both the central

ect-specific exceptions and discounts

marketing group and the field sales

Exhibit VI displays the most effective approach to managed learning,

to “meet competition.” The discounts

force to use the understandings to set

building on two natural dynamics that

(which determine actual price real-

price levels and determine discounts,

ization) have usually been set intu-

usually including:

are mutually reinforcing:
➢ Systematic creation and use of

itively, often through negotiations

– Training

knowledge, which enables not only im-

between the field sales force and a

– “What if” tools to evaluate the

mediate improvements in perfor-

central marketing group with ap-

impact of alternative decisions

mance but also a stream of subse-

proval authority. In contrast, learning-

➢ Using the new price structure

quent improvements as knowledge

based pricing includes:

6

advances.

➢ A rapid series of significant

and tools to set prices and discounts

➢ Creation of an understanding of

➢ Measuring the impact of the

how prices should be set, based upon:

new prices and discounts upon prof-

changes that are successful by the or-

– A historical analysis of the im-

itability, price realization, costs, mar-

ganization’s traditional measures of

pact of prices (relative to com-

ket share and customer satisfaction

business performance and reinforced

petitors) upon customer behav-

by incentives enhances the organiza-

ior, a company’s own costs and

i m p rovements in perf o rmance to

competitors’ reactions

stimulate adoption of a new approach

7

tion’s long-term ability to change.
The knowledge and
change dynamics are mutually reinforcing because
advancing knowledge en-

➢ Leveraging the demonstrated

........................
EXHIBIT VI
MOTOROLA PRODUCTIVITY

to pricing and to change
the culture
➢ Enhancing subse-

quentperformance through

ables the series of signifi-

both experience-based

cant, successful changes

improvements in prices

and because an organi-

and new incentives for the

zation willing to change

sales force.

implements knowledge

Learning-based pric-

initiatives more quickly

ing usually results in sig-

and hence exhibits an in-

nificant improvements in

creased rate of improve-

Source: Booz-Allen & Hamilton

ment.

profitability — from 20
continued on page 25

...............................
The spiral of advancing knowledge is discussed in Ikujiro Nonaka and Hirotaka Takeuchi, “The Knowledge-Creating Company” (Oxford
University Press, 1995), p. 57.
7
Of course, when the survival of the organization is threatened, rapid change can be accomplished by a direct intervention that does not
depend on learning. However, successful response to a crisis does not seem to increase the organization’s long-term ability to change.
6
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LINKING KNOWLEDGE TO BROADER CHANGE
The chief executive of a North

Initial development and im-

American money center bank saw

plementation required three iter-

a new objective-setting and per-

ations of the knowledge creation

formance management system as

and change loops.

critical to his efforts to raise the

First, validation. Estimates of

alogue with their more successful
colleagues.
Second, pilot. Next, the system
was used to guide management in
one region. The knowledge was

performance of branches and to

both business potential and the

further improved as the results of

transform the bank’s culture. Previ-

impact of decisions were based up-

actual decisions were incorporat-

ously, objectives were set by nego-

on a statistical analysis of historical

ed in the model. Enthusiasm

tiation during the annual budget

data. Since the initial estimates

among managers in the region,

process. Branch profitability was

yielded some surprising results —

both because of their deeper un-

the primary measure used to eval-

both wide variation (plus or minus

derstanding and because of the

uate local performance, even

40 percent from the mean) and a

demonstrable improvements, cre-

though everyone knew that the
potential profitability of an office was significantly influenced
by some mix of the environment
(including interest rates, population, income levels and levels of
commercial and industrial activity), major decisions (like branch
location and head count) and
the effectiveness of execution in

ated positive anticipation in the

The heart of the new
system was the creation
of knowledge about the
business potential of a
geographic area and the
expected impact of
major decisions.

the branches.
The heart of the new manage-

rest of the country.
Third, rollout. National rollout, of course, enabled further
knowledge creation and refinement. By this time, the knowledge had sufficient credibility
that the estimates of managers’
effectiveness were incorporated
into performance incentives.
The phased implementation,

different ranking of the effective-

linking improvements in knowl-

ment system was the creation of

ness of local managers — the ini-

edge to the broader change

knowledge both about the busi-

tial challenge was validation and

process, was critical to this bank’s

ness potential of a geographic area

improvement of knowledge. Dur-

success in simultaneously improv-

and about the expected impact of

ing this phase, the quality of the

ing performance and transform-

major decisions. The knowledge

input data was improved and addi-

ing the organization and its cul-

could be used to set overall priori-

tional variables were found to be

ture. Had the bank used the

ties and specific quantitative objec-

important. Broad inclusion of man-

knowledge in performance incen-

tives for individual managers, to

agers at all levels jump-started the

tives during the first iteration (be-

guide important decisions and to

change process, not only by cap-

fore the knowledge was suffi-

assess the relative performance of

turing managers’ attention but al-

ciently powerful and before the

managers — while contributing to

so by motivating managers at

power was widely recognized),

a culture of rational, but ever-in-

branches now understood to be

the impact would have been

creasing, performance standards.

underperforming to engage in di-

smaller and slower.
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continued from page 23

percent to more than 75 percent in

namics. In fact, most failures explicit-

‘benefit’ from the sharing; just save

some commodity businesses — in the

ly address only one of the dynamics —

the money and give us a lower price.”

first year of full rollout.

and then only partially — while com-

Other companies try to increase

Implementation is accomplished

pletely ignoring the linkage between

the organization’s ability to change by

in three iterations of the linked orga-

knowledge and organizational change.

adopting Peter Senge’s five explicitly

nizational change and knowledge dy-

Three errors are the most frequent.

“personal” disciplines to modify “how

namics, with the emphasis on change

First, many companies focus on

we think, what we truly want and how

versus knowledge varying with each

part of the knowledge creation and

we interact and learn with one anoth-

“turn” of the cycle:

use cycle: collaboration and the shar-

er”8 without managing the knowledge

➢ Initially, the knowledge loop is

ing of “best” practices across the or-

creation and use dynamic. The symp-

emphasized to create and use the new

ganization, often by leveraging infor-

tom of an excessive reliance on the or-

price structures and levels. Change

mation technology. After an initial

ganizational change dynamic is the

occurs only in a small pilot communi-

burst of enthusiasm, these systems

large size of two groups: prominent

ty, a relatively small change challenge.

seldom receive sustained use — both

naysayers, and individuals who ex-

➢ Next, prices are refined based

because knowledge of “best” is not

press interest in participation, but

on the results of the pilot effort, and

powerful (more usually, a compila-

who do not make meaningful con-

the focus moves to the change loop as

tion of current practices) and be-

tributions because other, higher

the members of the entire sales force

cause the change challenges are not

priorities always intrude. Without

are equipped with tools and learn to

addressed. How valuable is the shar-

the persuasive bottom-line benefits

apply the tools and to change their di-

ing of current practices without a dis-

that result from the creation and

tillation of what is truly “best” — both

use of knowledge, the naysayers are

internally and externally? Why would

not convinced of the benefits from

alogues with customers.
➢ By the third turn, both dynam-

ics operate in more of a steady state

a busy, experienced practitioner

change, and the conflict of priorities

as price structures and levels are sys-

adopt (or even take the time to read

is not resolved between urgent tasks

tematically updated and as the sales

about) the practices of peers who

and participation in learning.

force uses the tools more proactively

face somewhat different problems? If

A third set of companies try to

and effectively to prioritize their ef-

other practitioners are not using the

drive improvement by the declaration

forts and to develop target accounts.

information, what will motivate peo-

of the C.E.O. that knowledge and

The dynamics of knowledge cre-

ple to continually update the data-

change are critical, reinforced by fi-

ation and use — and of organization

base with their current practices?

nancial incentives for participation

change — must occur in concert to ac-

One service business proud of its ef-

and the promise that naysayers will be

celerate the natural rate of perfor-

forts to create a database of current

dismissed. Although incentives can be

mance improvement because, by def-

practices was confronted by the val-

powerful motivators, use of incentives

inition, “pricing better” requires both

ue question the first time it highlight-

to compel change before the value of

change and knowledge.

ed the database in a selling presenta-

knowledge is recognized is at best dif-

The box on page 24 illustrates ef-

tion to a customer. The customer

ficult and inefficient because:

fective managed learning with a dif-

replied: “Since you are not very good

➢ Constructive discussion about

ferent focus.

practitioners, sharing information

the role and value of knowledge is sup-

Companies where learning “fails”

about what you’re doing is a waste of

pressed.

do not build on both linked natural dy-

time and money. We don’t want to

...............................
8

Peter Senge, “The Fifth Discipline” (Currency Doubleday, 1990), p. 11.
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decisions about whether to enforce

significant results quickly despite ex-

➢ Analyze the potential impact of

the incentives against the inevitable

cessive breadth at companies where

alternative priorities and select the fo-

subset of top performers who choose

knowledge is the business (as at a top

cus with the greatest expected value.

not to participate in learning. After all,

management consulting firm like Booz-

(See box on page 27.)

most of today’s top performers un-

Allen or an applications engineering

Since companies have managed

derstand how to be successful when

business like National Starch, which

learning so poorly in the past, all three

learning is not managed effectively.

Unilever recently sold to ICI), we have

approaches seem to be viable as long

By building on the natural dy-

discovered that a narrower focus en-

as the result is a tight focus targeted at

namics of change and knowledge and

ables even greater impact. And other

strategic priorities.

imposing strong incentives at the right

companies with very successful pro-

Effective management of any

time — only after the value of knowl-

grams (like G.E.) built a second, more

strategic initiative requires metrics.

edge creation and use is well estab-

focused iteration of learning on the

When learning is important, we rec-

lished — organization change is both

foundation of a broader initial effort.

ommend three tiers of metrics:

more rapid and sustainable.
FOCUS AND MEASURE

Since learning is not a distinct ac-

➢ At the highest level, bottom-

tivity, the natural focus is one of the

line financial impact measured in

two or three most important strategic

terms of improvements in specified

All businesses can identify hundreds

priorities. Companies can select their

lines of the income statement or bal-

of ways that more effective organiza-

focus in at least three different ways:

ance sheet

tional change and knowledge creation

➢ Choose one of the most impor-

➢ Operating performance met-

and use can significantly improve

tant current strategic opportunities

rics, which identify the aspects of per-

their performance. The best ways for

and identify how the more systematic

formance where learning is expected

top management to assure accelera-

creation and use of knowledge can ac-

to accelerate the rate of improvement

tion of the rate of performance im-

celerate and enhance achievement of

➢ Direct measures of learning to

provement and drive rapid iterations

the objective. Motorola, Booz-Allen

insure that knowledge is being creat-

of the linked knowledge and change

and National Starch all took this path.

ed and used and that change is occur-

loops are:

Similarly, Intel’s “Copy Exactly” pro-

ring (for example, number of active

➢ Focus narrowly, like Motorola

gram focuses on the obviously critical

participants in knowledge communi-

with quality or G.E. with quick ser-

priority of quickly improving quality

ties, customers impacted by the use

vice/quick response or demand flow

and reducing costs while ramping up

of knowledge or number of people

manufacturing

production of a new generation of mi-

trained).

➢ Make learning integral to the

croprocessors.

The usual sequence in which to

➢ Find a global best practice that,

define the metrics is middle-up-down,

➢ Measure results.

if successfully implemented across

where the middle metric is the mea-

Few businesses focus their learn-

the company, will materially improve

sure a company is targeting for im-

ing as much as they should — neither

operational performance (like G.E.).

provement, the up metric charts the

G.E. during the 1980’s (the initial effort

New strategic planning processes to

financial impact and the down metric

was broader and more bottom-up) nor,

stimulate breakout thinking and pro-

is the learning measure that a compa-

we are pained to admit, Booz-Allen’s

duce strategies that “change the rules

ny wants to keep track of. The decision

most important strategic priorities

own knowledge program. Although

of the game” have recently been espe-

about focus often implies the middle

well-managed learning can accomplish

cially popular.9

level metric. One frequent mistake is

...............................
9

Charles E. Lucier, Leslie H. Moeller and Raymond Held, “Planning for Strategic Breakout,” Working Paper, Booz-Allen & Hamilton (1997).
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increases in the lowest-level learning
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•

COMPETITION

WINNING SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE

measures “cause” improvements in
the bottom line. We believe that the

A global company that manages

class levels of performance was as-

search for causal linkages is misguid-

outsourced facilities launched a

sessed (distance on the vertical ax-

ed in the high-impact strategic priori-

knowledge initiative targeted at

is), although the client recognized

ties that should be the focus for learn-

achieving consistent, superior

that implementation of world-

ing. Bottom-line improvements are not

performance. After middle man-

class best practice would probably

agers identified more than 100

also improve the consistency of its

the automatic consequence of learning — for example, productivity can-

worthy initiatives, top manage-

performance. Third, circle size re-

ment requested a rational eco-

flected the relative profit impact

nomic as- sessment of the alter-

of a standard level of improve-

natives as input to the selection

ment in performance. In this ex-

on management’s belief and commit-

of an initial focus. Exhibit VII dis-

hibit, the potential opportunity of

ment to drive the benefits of learning

plays part of the analysis.

an alternative is the distance from

not increase faster than sales unless
management forces a reduction in
head count — but rather the result of
a series of interrelated decisions based

to the bottom line. The conviction of

The company evaluated the

the upper right (where the com-

Motorola’s top management team that

potential benefit of each alterna-

pany is consistently at world-class

Six Sigma quality was crucial to its

tive along three dimensions. First,

levels of performance) times the

long-term competitiveness played an

it calculated the opportunity to

size of the circle.

important role in capturing the finan-

reduce variation in its perfor-

cial value of the learning activities and

mance across the facilities it man-

the accelerating rate of improvement
in quality. The three tiers of metrics
should be designed to allow diagnosis
of problems, identification of opportunities for improvement and retrospective assessment of the plausibility of
the linkages among learning, operating
performance and the bottom line.

Top management selected alternative A as its initial focus both

aged (the horizontal axis, where

because the potential profit im-

the greater the current variation

pact was so large and because it

the greater the opportunity). Sec-

reinforced the company’s current

ond, the value of attaining world-

source of competitive advantage.

..................
EXHIBIT VII
EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVE PROJECTS

(Notice that alternative A is the one area
where the company’s
current performance

BEYOND SPONSORSHIP

is better than the in-

TO INVOLVEMENT

dustry’s.) Of course,

Learning usually gets off to a good

once the focus was

start: top management sponsors the

selected, the chief

long-term ideal of creating and using

knowledge officer

knowledge more effectively or be-

had to define and

coming a learning organization, a re-

implement the spe-

spected manager is selected to cham-

cific initiatives to en-

pion learning (often with a title like

hance the alternative

chief knowledge officer or chief learn-

selected.

ing officer) and teams are launched
with fanfare and excitement.

Source: Booz-Allen & Hamilton
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To improve on the track record of

at a total development cost of less

➢ Is the level of spending for spe-

previous learning efforts — and im-

than $2 million. Speed is inherent in

cialized resources appropriate? (Any

provement is necessary since, to date,

successful learning because of the

successful learning requires some

the vast majority of companies have

power of multiple iterations through

specialized resources because, at

realized modest results at best —

the linked knowledge and change dy-

least for a few people, developing the

management must do more than be a

namics.

infrastructure knowledge cannot be a

sponsor: it must remain involved and

Third, change the organization.

hobby or an additional duty.)

Although learning creates a climate

➢ How do the efficiency and ef-

First, guide the start-up by:

conducive to change, significant and

fectiveness of learning compare with

➢ Setting the initial objectives

rapid change in the organization re-

the best companies in the world?

specifying which measures of operat-

quires active involvement by the

➢ Should a new focus be selected?

ing performance should be expected

C.E.O. and top management to rein-

Managing learning is a new chal-

fulfill four roles.

to increase at what rate
➢ Insuring that the program de-

sign includes complete and linked
knowledge and change dynamics
➢ Targeting the initial focus on

one or two strategic priorities
➢ Selecting the initial scope

(which business units and geogra-

force the dynamic and use the for-

lenge for business: the oldest initia-

mal levers of control:

tives are less than 20 years old and the

➢ Validating that learning — the

majority of knowledge programs are

strategic focus, the more effective use

less than 3 years old. Although we are

of knowledge and the improved abili-

all still learning, initial results demon-

ty of the organization to change — is

strate that:

important and consistent with the future vision of the company.

➢ The potential impact is enor-

mous, not only in terms of immediate

➢ Evolving incentives and per-

business impact but also in long-term

formance metrics consistent with the

competitiveness and organization ef-

benefits in the financial targets and

success in using knowledge and trans-

fectiveness.

performance incentives of business

forming the organization.

phies)
➢ Incorporating the expected

➢ Top management has a crucial

➢ Helping to manage skeptics, ini-

role to play in managing learning. As

Second, set aggressive targets: de-

tially by acknowledging that the value

this article has argued, the C.E.O.’s role

mand rapid and dramatic improve-

of knowledge has not yet been demon-

is the familiar one of leadership and

ments in performance. Recall the

strated and encouraging them to wait

management in the unfamiliar context

magnitude of the knowledge gaps: 38

before making a judgment; then as re-

of accelerating rates of improvement.

p e rcent increase in pro d u c t i v i t y

sults become apparent, by encourag-

And as businesses learn how to

across the company at Motorola in 10

ing the skeptics to participate; and fi-

manage learning and to fully exploit di-

years and a 14 percent increase at G.E.

nally, once the impact is clear, by

rect control over the rates of im-

in four years. One reason that impact

demanding their involvement.

units.

can be so rapid is that learning is accelerated — not slowed — by information technology because systems
for knowledge sharing are relatively

Finally, exercise stewardship. The
key questions are:
➢ Is progress on the strategic ini-

tiative as rapid as possible?

provement in operational effectiveness, the bottom-line benefits will
increase beyond those realized by Motorola, G.E. and the other pioneers.
Managed learning enables a C.E.O. to

inexpensive and easy to implement.

➢ Does top management remain

break out of today’s hypercompetitive

For example, Booz-Allen deployed

convinced that learning is making a

environment and create new oppor-

three increasingly powerful Knowl-

material contribution to the strategic

tunities to sustain long-term competi-

edge On-Line systems (culminating in

initiative?

tive advantage.

what continues to be the state-of-the-

➢ How can the effectiveness and

art knowledge intranet) in three years

efficiency of learning be improved?
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